Michaud Has Made His Mark
The down-to-earth superintendent thought he reached his career pinnacle at Pebble Beach. But then he came to Shinnecock Hills, site of this month's U.S. Open.
By Larry Aylward

Best of the Best?
Many architecture aficionados insist that Shinnecock Hills is the most complete design in the world.
By Geoff Shackelford

Bridging the Biostimulant Gap
The heated debate over efficacy may finally be reaching the end.
By Frank H. Andorka Jr.

It's Academic
The Dog Days of Summer (Patch)
Reducing turfgrass stress and promoting healthy root development are keys to controlling the difficult disease.
By Mike Boehm and Joe Rimelspach
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In honor of Father's Day, six industry individuals pay tribute to the fathers who helped shape their lives.

About the cover
Maryland photographer Edwin Remsberg met Andrea Bakalyar and her stepfather John Merryman at the family farm in Upperco, Md., to snap the cover photo.
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Evapotranspiration
Offers superintendents more irrigation control.
By Alan Clark

Living the 'Pure Life'
Some American superintendents have discovered Costa Rica to be an enchanting place to tend turf and pursue other interests.
By Anthony Pioppi

TurfGrass Trends
This month, Golfdom's practical research digest for turf managers discusses whether seashore paspalum can maintain the same green speeds as TifEagle. See pages 53-69.